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Overview

You don’t need a pile of Gartner reports to know that mobile applications 
are hot. More and more end users (both internal and external) want to 
“BYOD” (Bring Your Own Device) to access their applications. On top 
of that, end users expect more and more functionality from within the 
applications running in their web browsers. There is a whole new generation 
of users that have no qualms about expecting the type of functionality once 
reserved for desktop applications in their mobile experience.

Moving applications to mobile environments (or developing from scratch) can be a tricky process. There 
are numerous variables to consider when undertaking such a development task. This whitepaper outlines 
some of the basic challenges and spells out why Oracle Application Express 4.2 is an excellent solution for 
developers and organizations looking to create mobile-based applications.

Native or Web-Based App?

One of the first questions a development team will need to answer is the question of whether to develop 
their application as a native application or a web-based application. While there are many benefits to 
native development, there are some serious drawbacks:

• Forcing users to use a specific platform/developing for multiple platforms –  
A native app has the benefits of speed and the ability to use features unique to a 
specific platform, but that also means that you are locking in your users to that platform. 
Developing an iOS app might gain you a ton of customers, but what about Android or 
Windows Mobile users? If you decide to develop for multiple platforms, which version(s) 
of Android will you support? In a very short time, developing a native application for 
mobile devices can turn into a logistical nightmare.

• Testing – Platforms like Android allow you to “move” your app to a device for testing, 
but iOS does not. Sure, there are emulators for virtually every platform, but it isn’t the 
same as having end users run the application on their mobile device of choice.

• Development environment – Android development can be done on Mac, Linux, or 
Windows platforms. iOS development can only be done on a Mac.

• The UI – The user interface can change at any time in the future as resolutions, device 
sizes, and input methods change.

• Languages – each environment has its own core language. iOS uses Objective-C, 
Android uses a flavor of Java, and Windows Mobile uses .NET. Each of these 
environments has its own quirks and development methodologies. 
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jQuery Mobile

Web-based applications have their own set of unique challenges, not the least of which involves the user 
interface. We’ve probably all seen sites that re-direct us to mobile sites when accessed from a mobile 
device. If a different set of code had to be used for every different type of mobile device out there, it 
would be just as complicated (if not more so) to develop web-based mobile applications. Luckily, there 
exists a technology that makes designing and formatting a mobile-based user interface much easier for 
developers. 
 
From Wikipedia:

“jQuery Mobile is a touch-optimized web framework (additionally known as a JavaScript library or 
a mobile framework). The development focuses on creating a framework compatible with a wide 
variety of smartphones and tablet computers, made necessary by the growing but heterogeneous 
tablet and smartphone market.”

Benefits  
Some of the benefits of jQuery Mobile include:

• Compatible with all major mobile platforms as well as all major desktop browsers, 
including iOS, Android, Blackberry, WebOS, Symbian, Windows Phone 7, and more.

• Built on top of jQuery core so it has a minimal learning curve for people already familiar 
with jQuery syntax.

• Theming framework that allows creation of custom themes.

• Limited dependencies and lightweight to optimize speed.

• The same underlying codebase will automatically scale to any screen.

• HTML5-driven configuration for laying out pages with minimal scripting.

• Ajax-powered navigation with animated page transitions that provides ability to clean 
URLs through pushState.

• UI widgets that are touch-optimized and platform-agnostic.

Advantages  
Some of the advantages of using jQuery Mobile include:

• Easy to learn and Quick to iterate.

• Avoid App Store Approval Madness & Debug Build Hell.

• Cross-platform & cross-device.

• Provides an abstraction over various events, e.g. rotating a device, swipes, etc.

• Large library / AJAX support.
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Disdvantages 
Some disadvantages include:

• Slower Than Native.

• Quirky.

• Limited Capabilities vs. Native.

This paper and presentation are not designed to go over the syntax of the jQuery Mobile framework. 
Rather it is designed to show how features in Oracle Application Express 4.2 can take advantage of this 
existing framework to create web-based Oracle-driven applications for mobile devices quickly and easily.

Oracle Application Express 4.2

In 2012, Oracle released a major upgrade to their free development 
environment, Oracle Application Express 4.2. One of the key features 
included support for the jQuery Mobile framework, native to the Oracle 
Application Express wizards. In 4.2, developers can now select a jQuery 
Mobile template when designing their applications. Without having to write 
any code whatsoever, a mobile-ready application can be generated directly 
out of Oracle Apex.

That is not to say that the developer is locked into the jQuery Mobile 
template provided by Oracle. Like any other template within Oracle Apex, 
the template can be copied and modified by the developer for appropriate 
use. Oracle provides a single template for mobile applications, but the code behind it is freely available for 
use and modification by the developer.

For Apex 4.2, it is important to note (from the Oracle documentation):

Oracle Application Express does not include the entire jQuery UI library. You can easily activate other 
components of jQuery UI by just including the relevant files. For example, to include the Tabs jQuery UI 
Widget in your application, you would include the following in your Page Template, Header within the 
<head>...</head> tags as shown in the following example:

<link href=”#IMAGE_PREFIX#libraries/jquery-ui/1.8.14/themes/base/minified/jquery.ui.tabs.

min.css” rel=”stylesheet” type=”text/css” />  

<script src=”#IMAGE_PREFIX#libraries/jquery-ui/1.8.14/ui/minified/jquery.ui.tabs.min.js” 

type=”text/javascript”> 

</script>”
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Oracle Application Express 4.2: Step-by-Step Instructions

To begin creating your mobile application, you start out like any other Apex app: once your administrator 
has provisioned a workspace for you, you log in and create a new application:

Notice that there is a new field called User Interface and in the drop down, there’s a new value called 
jQuery Mobile Smartphone. By selecting this, you’ll be limited to a single template when it comes time to 
start designing your pages:

This doesn’t mean you can’t mix Desktop themes and jQuery Mobile themes in the same application – 
any time you create a new page, you can assign any template you want to it. In fact, it’s very common to 
have both a Desktop and Mobile version of each page in the application with a small piece of code that 
redirects to the appropriate page depending on how the application is accessed.

After the template is selected, you can continue to develop your Apex application just like any other Apex 
application. 
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One of the great things about jQuery Mobile is the ability to resize the browser and see how the application 
will look in a mobile device. Note how in the next two screen shots the browser can be re-sized to simulate 
portrait and landscape modes:

This can give you immediate feedback as to how jQuery Mobile-based applications will look in a typical 
mobile device. You also have the freedom to access the page in question from your mobile device (just 
copy the URL) for a true hands-on evaluation environment.
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The developer has full access to the screen templates. To view and/or modify it, simply return to the main 
page of the application and click Shared Components. From there, click Templates. If you haven’t defined 
any additional themes in the application, the only value in the “Theme” drop down box will be “50. jQuery 
Mobile Smartphone”. 

From here, you can modify any piece of the template starting with the highest part of the page hierarchy 
(Page) all the way down to the lowest part (individual elements: label, list, popup, etc.).

Conclusion

Developing mobile-based, Oracle-driven applications for mobile devices doesn’t have to be an arduous 
task. Oracle’s Application Express development environment allows developers to utilize the latest in 
mobile application development technology to create Oracle-driven web applications that can be viewed 
on a plethora of mobile devices with a minimum amount of written code.
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